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Pear Deck: interactive slides

- Open-ended text responses
- Select your answer
- Draw on the slide
- Number responses
- Indicate choice by dragging symbol to your answer
- Directly-link a site
- Add audio to a slide
The class uses a metro map to navigate around a city in the target culture.

C’s addressed (select one or more):

- Communities
- Communication
- Cultures
- Comparisons
- Connections

What are the 5 C’s? How many C’s can you name?

- C
- C
- C
- C
- C

Students, write your response!

A Pear Deck Dragable™ Slide

Teacher view with Google Slides
## Options and features

- Show student responses anonymously throughout lesson
- Freeze responses to keep pace
  - Allow a specific amount time for responses
- Student-paced (asynchronous) or teacher-paced (synchronous)
- Upload results to Google Drive → Evaluate individual responses with names attached

## Why use **Pear Deck** in the language classroom?

- Engagement
- Audio prompts: record or upload
- Culture, history, geography, vocabulary
• Partners collaborate to create a flashcard
• Why use **Flashcard Factory** in the language classroom?
  • Reinforce vocabulary
  • Visual connections
  • Camaraderie, competition, and fun!
Quizizz

Present via slide show
Quiz students
Combine slides and quiz questions for interactivity

Synchronous and asynchronous options
Embed photos
Quiz questions

Multiple choice
Checkbox
Fill-in-the-blank
Poll
Open-ended
Quizizz

Why use Quizizz in the language classroom?

• Gamifies and brings interactivity to any topic
  • Culture
  • Geography
  • Language, structure and vocab
  • History
• Quizzing
• Can set up classes to eliminate need for a code
Edpuzzle

1. Upload a video or pull from YouTube
   - Premade but modifiable Edpuzzle videos available

2. Select stopping points to add questions
   - Multiple choice or open-ended
   - Options to add a link, an audio prompt, or visual supplement

3. Set up a class and assign with a few clicks
Edpuzzle
Why use **Edpuzzle** in the language classroom?

- Add interpretive listening/comprehension
- Re-watch as needed
- Present a new concept with comprehension checks
- CI: Story-telling and questioning
Edublogs

- Class blog, connecting all participants’ blogs
Why use Edublogs in the language classroom?

- Replace journaling
- Add interaction between students
  - Community-building for the remote classroom
- Potential to make public, adding purpose to writing
Flipgrid

- Students create video responses based on prompts
- Basic video editing available
- Network with language educators and classes
- Create groups for classes
Why use **Flipgrid** in the language classroom?

- Audio/visual prompts
- Verbal responses from students
- Written or video feedback to students
- Community-building
- World-wide networking
Kahoot

• True or false and multiple choice questions
  • Add image or YouTube link
• Synchronous or asynchronous work
• Library of modifiable quizzes
Why use Kahoot in the language classroom?

- Repetition for vocabulary
- Photos with prompts
  - Geography
  - Culture
- Camaraderie, competition, and fun!
Quizlet

- Flashcards with optional pictures
- Games and activities to improve vocab
  - Write what you hear
  - Quiz yourself in various formats
  - Match
  - Quizlet Live (synchronous option)
- Library of premade flashcard sets
Why use Quizlet in the language classroom?
• Audio options
• Visual flashcards
• Repetition
Thank you...

... for joining!
... for honing your craft!
... for serving by teaching!

"...LOVE CHALLENGES, BE INTRIGUED BY MISTAKES, ENJOY EFFORT, AND KEEP ON LEARNING."

Carol Dweck